
LAMINANATE COUNTERTOP 
PRICE OPTIONS 

SLAB TOPS:  tops sold as is, no build-up or extra work done to countertops.  Straight 
cuts and miter cuts available for an upcharge.  Endcaps are sold separate and are not 
applied.   

POST FORM TOPS:  slab tops are cut to spec and fabricated within our shop from slab 
pieces that are ordered.  Standard build up and endcaps are included.  Stock color 
options are available for faster lead times.  Stock colors are offered in standard kitchen 
depth w/ a backplash, 27” bar, and 36” bar. (1885-07 Marmo Bianco only option 
without an attached backsplash) 

CUSTOM SQUARE EDGE:  tops built completely from scratch with fully customizable 
capabilities.  CAD drawings are made for every custom order received to assure the 
correct dimensions.  If needed seam locations will be marked and have the capabilities 
of being repositioned.  NO RETURNED SIGN OFF CAN DELAY TOPS delivering by 
their designated ship by dates. 

CUSTOM APPLIED EDGE:  tops built completely from scratch with fully 
customizable capabilities. Wilsonart and Formica both offer their own line of applied 
edges available specifically for colors affiliated with each company (Wilsonart edges are 
not made for Formica colors as well as Formica’s edges not working with Wilsonart 
colors).  CAD drawings are made for every custom order received to assure the correct 
dimensions.  If needed seam locations will be marked on returned drawing and have 
the capabilities of being repositioned.  NO RETURNED SIGN OFF CAN DELAY 
TOPS delivering by their designated ship by dates.  Custom Applied Edge orders can 
take up to 4-5 weeks to ship.   
POST FORM SQUARE EDGE: post form square edge tops are available for purchase 
as well.  Please specify on your order if you would like a post form square edge top.  
Tops are priced the same as any other post form countertop within the square edge 
category.  TOPS NEED TO BE SPECIFIED FOR POST FORM OR CAN 
POTENTIALLY BE PRICED/MADE AS A CUSTOM SQUARE EDGE TOP.             

 

   COLOR FINISH DEPTH EDGE PROFILE 

 

    7732E-25TE 

*If DK is added to the item #, the top will not have a 
backsplash. DK = Deck Top or Single Roll 


